The finite element method (FEM) has become a staple for predicting and simulating the physical behavior of complex engineering systems. The commercial finite element analysis (FEA) programs have gained common acceptance among engineers in industry and researchers at universities and government laboratories. Therefore, academic engineering departments include graduate or undergraduate senior-level courses that cover not only the theory of FEM but also its applications using the commercially available FEA programs. The aim of this course is to provide students with a theoretical and practical knowledge of the finite element method and the skills required to analyze engineering problems with ANSYS®, a commercially available FEA program. This course designed for master students, as well as practicing engineers, is introductory and self-contained in order to minimize the need for additional reference material.

Subjects covered by the lectures are

- Fundamentals of ANSYS
- Fundamentals of Discretization
- ANSYS Preprocessor
- ANSYS Solutions and PostProcessing
- Finite Element Method Equations
- Use of Commands in ANSYS
- Linear Structural Analysis
- Nonlinear Structural Analysis
- Advanced Topics in ANSYS
- Numerical Solutions of Elasticity Problems
- Numerical Solutions of Stress Concentration Problems
- Numerical Solutions of Fracture Mechanics Problems
- Numerical Solutions of Damage Mechanics Problems

Learning outcomes of the course:
Through a deep understanding of the theory and the realization of a project, the student will be able to apply numerical tools to use the finite element method and study a wide class of mechanical problems. In particular:

- He will have a deep understanding of the finite element method and will be able to apply it, realise and explain the results.
- He will be able to apply the FEM method realization in different software.
- He will be able to apply the method to a wide class of problems.
- He will be able to analyse and to evaluate (justify and criticise) these method.
- He will be able to analyse new problems.
- He will be able to apply Mechanical ANSYS for complex problems of solid mechanics.
- He will be able to apply Mechanical ANSYS for complex problems of fracture mechanics.
- He will be able to use proper modeling techniques for capturing crack-tip singularities in fracture mechanics problems.
- He will be able to use Mechanical ANSYS to create meshes appropriate for fracture studies.
- He will be able to calculate stress intensity factors and contour integrals around a crack tip.
- He will be able to simulate material damage and failure.
- He will be able to simulate crack growth using cohesive behavior, VCCT, and XFEM.
- He will be able to simulate low-cycle fatigue crack growth.
Prerequisites and co-requisites/ Recommended optional programme components:

Basic knowledge in:
- Differential Equations
- Elasticity Theory
- Plasticity Theory
- Creep Theory
- Fracture Mechanics

Planned learning activities and teaching methods:

Exercises with professor assistance and personal project.

Mode of delivery (face-to-face; distance-learning):

Face-to-Face

Required readings:

- ANSYS 10.0. Workbench Tutorial. ANSYS Inc.

Assessment methods and criteria:

Evaluation is based on the realization of a project related to the use / development of finite element method realized in Mechanical ANSYS and applied to specific to Solid Mechanics Problems and on an examination.
The examination is based on the whole content of the class. Problems similar to the ones studied during the classes, and new problems will be part of the questions. Justification using the theoretical content is also asked.
Participation to the examination and achievement of the project are mandatory.
Socratic Teaching Method: Class participation is mandatory. Everyone is expected to participate in discussions relating to reading materials, homework, exams and lectures.

Guaranteed Recipe for Success:
1) Take notes during lecture and sections.
2) After each lecture but before the next lecture review your notes. Identify the parts you do not understand.
3) Come to each lecture and discussion section with specific questions.
4) Keep up with the reading so that you have some familiarity with each topic prior to hearing about it in the lecture.
5) Find at least one "partner" in the class with whom you can meet at least once or twice a week to discuss materials from the lectures, the reading assignments and the homework.
6) Take the homework assignment seriously. Do not try to do the whole assignment the night before it is due. Some version of the homework questions will appear on the exams.
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